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We offer yet another proof of Artin’s theorem which connects the maximal 
ideal spectrum of a ring satisfying a polynomial identity with the notion of 
Azumaya algebras. Our purpose is to present a completely elementary proof 
using no commutative algebra. We also wish to use the most elementary 
definition of Azumaya algebra-namely, a ring R with center C is Azumaya 
(called central separable by some) iff R is a finitely generated projective C-module 
and R gc ROP N End(R,). This definition tells you immediately (via the 
Morita theorems) that Mod R & fin is equivalent to Mod C (since R, will 
automatically be a generator). 
17 R is a prime P.I. ring, p.i. deg R = 11 if the simple quotient ring of R has 
dimension n2 as a vector space over its center. There are polynomials 
h(X, )...) X,,? ; Y, )...) Y,) which are multilinear, homogeneous, and alternating 
in the Xi , and which do not vanish on any prime P.I. ring of p.i. deg equal to n, 
but their evaluations lie only in the center (see [3] for a construction). Amitsur 
and Rowen have also converted other central identities (Formanek’s) to identities 
of this type. Note that h(Xj ; YrJX + C$ (-l)j h(X, ,..., X,-i , X,,l ,..., X; 
Yk) X,(-1)712+1 vanishes on R since it is alternating on n2 + 1 variables X, 
X 1 ,..., X+ , and the simple quotient ring of R is generated by r12 elements. 
Remark. In the following R need not be prime, but need only be the 
homorphic image of a prime ring of p.i. deg n. (i.e., satisfy all the identities of 
n x n matrices and so be a homorphic image of a generic ring). illternately one 
could simply assume the existence of the central identity h for R. 
THEOREM (Artin). If R is aprime P.I. ring such that p.i. deg R/M = p.i. deg R 
for any maximal ideal M, then R is Azumaya. 
Proof. Our assumption tells us that the ideal of R generated by all evaluations 
of h is not contained in any M and so must be all of R; that is 1 = xi h(aij ; b,) 
ti , for some aij , bij , ti E R. Let fij(x) = (-1)j+n2 h(ai, ,..., & ,..., x; bjj), (it is 
C-linear). 
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Then if r E R, 
W. SCHELTER 
Y = 1 h(Uij ; b,J rti 
= Cfij(r) Uijti e 
i,j 
Thus the {a&} form a set of projective generators, so R is f.g. projective over C. 
Let p: R 6& ROP --f End(R,) be the obvious map. p is surjective since 
End(R,) is generated by elements of the form rfij , and if fii(x) = Cn: dijkxdli, , 
then p(& (rdijk @ d&j,)) = rfiij . It is l-1, for if ~(z:, rS @ T,?‘) = 0 then 
C 7s 0 rs' = 1 (zh(IJ %4 0 Is') 
s 
= i ,;i 0 Cfiih) rs’, 
= 1 uijti 0 i dij~r.&kra’* 
z,j 
but by assumption x:, rSxr,’ = 0 for any x E R. 
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